Mark sold 14 pink cotton candies and 23 blue cotton candies. How many cotton candies did he sell in total?

________________________________________________________________________

It was a hot day and many people bought ice cream cones at the fair. Mark sold 18 vanilla flavored cones, 15 strawberry flavored cones, and 21 chocolate flavored cones. How many cones did he sell in total?

________________________________________________________________________

At the beginning of the day, Mark had 63 pretzels but by the end of the day he only had 18. How many did he sell?

________________________________________________________________________

When Mark wasn’t busy helping customers, he gave away balloons to visitors. Mark gave away 8 neon pink balloons, 11 forest green balloons, 24 jumbo purple balloons and 5 sky blue metallic balloons. How many did he give away?

________________________________________________________________________

Mark had 57 fun pack tickets. At the end of the day he only had 9. How many did he sell?
Mark sold 14 pink cotton candies and 23 blue cotton candies. How many cotton candies did he sell in total?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He sold 37 cotton candies in total.} \\
\text{He sold 37 cotton candies in total.}
\end{align*}
\]

It was a hot day and many people bought ice cream cones at the fair. Mark sold 18 vanilla flavored cones, 15 strawberry flavored cones, and 21 chocolate flavored cones. How many cones did he sell in total?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He sold 54 cones in total.} \\
\text{He sold 54 cones in total.}
\end{align*}
\]

At the beginning of the day, Mark had 63 pretzels but by the end of the day he only had 18. How many did he sell?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He sold 45 pretzels.} \\
\text{He sold 45 pretzels.}
\end{align*}
\]

When Mark wasn’t busy helping customers, he gave away balloons to visitors. Mark gave away 8 neon pink balloons, 11 forest green balloons, 24 jumbo purple balloons and 5 sky blue metallic balloons. How many did he give away?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He gave away 48 balloons in total.} \\
\text{He gave away 48 balloons in total.}
\end{align*}
\]

Mark had 57 fun pack tickets. At the end of the day he only had 9. How many did he sell?

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He sold 48 fun pack tickets.} \\
\text{He sold 48 fun pack tickets.}
\end{align*}
\]